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1. INTRODUCTION

Part 1 of this project is concerned with proving a relative version of the results in [1].
Consider the category ofLefschetz ringsin which the objects are rings of equal characteris-
tic zero which are realized as an ultraproduct of Noetherian rings of positive characteristic,
and the morphisms between two such ultraproducts are given as ultraproducts of homomor-
phisms between the components. A Lefschetz ringD is in general no longer Noetherian,
but it has a very important feature which will play a pivotal role. Namely, letD be the
ultraproduct of theDw whereDw has characteristicp(w) > 0. Note that in order forD
to have characteristic zero,p(w) must grow unboundedly. On eachDw, choose an endo-
morphismϕw which is a power of the Frobenius, that is to say,ϕw raises each element
to itsp(w)e(w)-th power, wheree(w) is some positive integer. The ultraproduct of theϕw

is denoted byϕ and is called anultra-Frobeniuson D. In the remainder of this proposal,
(R,m) will denote a Noetherian local ring containingQ.

Conjecture 1. There exists a covariant functorDR from the category of finitely generated
R-algebras to the category of Lefschetz rings and a natural transformationη from the
identity functor toDR.

Let us assume that the functorDR and the natural transformationη exist and letA be
a finitely generatedR-algebra. We viewDR(A) as anA-algebra via the homomorphism
ηA : A → DR(A). We say thatA is ultra-F-regular, if for everyc ∈ A not contained in a
minimal prime ofA, there exists an ultra-Frobeniusϕ such that the morphismA→ DR(A)
given by the rulex 7→ cϕ(x), is pure.

The second part of this proposal is about certain vanishing theorems. For the remainder
of this introduction,X denotes a connected projective scheme overSpec(R). Let P be
an ample invertible sheaf onX. Thesection ringof X with respect toP is by definition
the ring of global sectionsS(P) := H0(X,⊕nPn). SinceP is ample,S(P) is a finitely
generated gradedR-algebra (withR lying in degree zero) andX ∼= Proj(S(P)).

Conjecture 2. LetP be an ample invertible sheaf onX.

(2.1) Let L be a numerically effective line bundle onX. If S(P) is ultra-F-regular,
thenKawamata-Viehwegvanishing holds forL, that is to say, the higher sheaf
cohomologyHi(X,L) of L vanishes, and if in additionL is big, Hi(X,L−1)
vanishes fori < dim X.

(2.2) If X is Fano, then we may chooseP so thatS(P) is ultra-F-regular.

I gave a proof of Conjecture 1 in [18] in thegeometriccase, i.e., in the case thatR is
an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero. For generalR, I proved together with
Aschenbrenner in [1] that there exists a faithfully flat homomorphismR → R∞ with R∞
a Lefschetz ring (which is even functorial when one adds more structure to the category
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of Noetherian local rings). This gives already the ‘base case’, by lettingDR(R) := R∞
andηR the mapR → R∞. A proof of the conjecture will now follow from a relativized
version of the proof in [18] starting form the base caseηR : R → DR(R). I also proved the
geometric case of Conjecture 2 in [21]. The argument for (2.1) will rest on a calculation of
the action of the ultra-Frobenius on certain cohomology groups, modeled after the proof in
[21]. However, (2.2) might be harder to prove. Fano varieties are not the only varieties to
which (2.1) applies: so does anyglobally ultra-F-regularvariety, that is, a variety admit-
ting an ample invertible sheafP whose section moduleS(P) is ultra-F-regular. This class
is expected to behave well under quotients:

Conjecture 3. If X is globally ultra-F-regular andG is a reduced group acting alge-
braically onX, then any GIT quotientX//G of X is also globally ultra-F-regular.

In particular, I postulate that any GIT quotient by a reduced group of a projective space
over a regular local ring, and also any toric variety, is globally ultra-F-regular, whence
admits Kawamata-Viehweg vanishing.

2. BACKGROUND

2.1. Vanishing theorems. ForX a scheme andF a sheaf onX, it is very useful to know
whether some sheaf cohomologyHi(X,F) is zero. Any general theorem that forces such
vanishing is called avanishing theorem. Examples that lie at the foundations of modern al-
gebraic geometry are Grothendieck vanishing fori larger than the dimension ofX [5], and
Serre vanishing for affine schemes [24] and for high powers of ample sheaves [23]. An-
other important vanishing theorem is the so-called Kodaira vanishing [11], which asserts
that if X is a non-singular projective variety over a field of characteristic zero andP is
an ample invertibleOX -module, thenHi(X,P−1) = 0 for all i < dim(X). Many more
improvements exist and play a crucial role in birational geometry. Typically, however,
they are only known whenX is of finite type over a field. All known algebraic proofs of
Kodaira vanishing ([3, 4, 10, 26]) use characteristicp methods to prove the result in char-
acteristic zero (interestingly enough, Kodaira vanishing fails in positive characteristic!).
The most recent of these use tight closure, which is a theory developed by Hochster and
Huneke [7] to formalize many arguments using the Frobenius map. In [27], Smith proves
Kawamata-Viehweg vanishing (that is to say, the analogue of Conjecture 2) forglobally
F-regularvarieties over a field: in characteristicp the definition is as above, replacing ultra-
Frobenius simply by Frobenius; in characteristic zero the definition is by reduction modulo
p. However, this latter reduction technique forms an obstruction in proving Conjecture 3 in
characteristic zero. Using the notion of globally ultra-F-regular instead, I was able to cir-
cumvent this problem [21] whenR is a field. As a corollary, I obtained a proof of Smith’s
conjecture that GIT quotients of Fano varieties admit Kawamata-Viehweg vanishing.

2.2. Non-standard tight closure. As mentioned above, tight closure has proven to be a
very powerful tool to encode several characteristicp methods. For instance, Conjectures 2
and 3 are proven by Smith in positive characteristic using tight closure ideas. There is also a
tight closure theory in equal characteristic zero [9], which, as it is again given by reduction
modulo p, has the same deficiency: it does not behave well under group quotients, or
more generally, under pure descent. To rectify this, I introduced in [18] an alternative
tight closure operation, callednon-standard tight closure, for algebras of finite type over
an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero, and in [1] for arbitrary Noetherian local
rings of equal characteristic zero. The idea behind all these constructions goes back to my
earlier work on transferring properties from positive characteristic to zero characteristic
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using first-order definability [13, 14], or using ultraproducts [16, 19]. I also used this
technique to obtain transfer between mixed and equal characteristic [15, 17, 22].

Closely related to non-standard tight closure (and conjecturally equal to it) isgeneric
tight closure. Since we will refer to it in Conjecture 5 below, I’ll briefly give the definition.
Let R∞ be the Lefschetz extension ofR from [1], and letRw be rings of positive charac-
teristic whose ultraproduct isR∞. An elementz ∈ R belongs to the generic tight closure
of an idealI ⊆ R, if zw lies in the tight closure ofIw, wherezw andIw are chosen inRw

so that their ultraproduct equals the respective image ofz andI in R∞.

2.3. Current research–PSC-CUNY grant #60097-34.Having overcome the difficulties
inherent in the reduction technique, I was able in [20] to reprove Boutot’s theorem [2]
which states that quotient singularities (of finite type over a field) are rational. In fact,
in [21] I drew the stronger conclusion that they are log-terminal whenever they areQ-
Gorenstein. In view of the extension of non-standard tight closure to all Noetherian local
rings, we conjectured in [1] that any pure subring of an excellent regular local ring has ra-
tional singularities, which are log-terminal if the subring isQ-Gorenstein. The proof of this
Conjecture is the subject of my current PSC-CUNY sponsored research. In fact, to prove
this conjecture, I already needed a partial version of Conjecture 1, namely forR-algebras
A of the formRf . This part of the project has already been completed successfully, lending
additional credibility to the validity of Conjecture 1.

3. PROJECT DESIGN

Recall thatR denotes a Noetherian local ring containingQ, that R∞ is a Lefschetz
extension ofR (as in [1]) and thatX is a connected projective scheme overSpec(R).

3.1. Relative Lefschetz hulls. I already indicated the strategy for proving Conjecture 1.
We start from the mapηR : R → R∞ given by [1], and then relativize the construction
from [18]. Although not mentioned in the statement of the conjecture, I expect this functor
to have additional properties. Observe that ifI ⊆ A, thenDR(A)/ηR(I)DR(A) is a
LefschetzA/I-algebra. Hence, we could defineDR(A/I) to be this Lefschetz ring. So,
it appears that without loss of generality, we may impose onDR that it commutes with
homomorphic images. We would thus have reduced the problem to the case thatA is a
polynomial ringR[X].

3.2. Section rings of globally ultra-F-regular varieties. As to Conjecture 3, the equiva-
lence of (4.1) with (4.3) below is needed for its proof. Without it, we would only be able
to show that some GIT quotient is globally ultra-F-regular. The remainder of the argument
for Conjecture 3 is a formal consequence of the fact that ultra-F-regularity descends under
pure maps and this has been established already as part of my present PSC-CUNY project.

Conjecture 4. The following are equivalent:

(4.1) X is globally ultra-F-regular;
(4.2) the localization of some section ring ofX at its irrelevant ideal is ultra-F-

regular;
(4.3) every section ring ofX is ultra-F-regular.

The analogue of this claim in positive characteristic is true by [27, Theorem 3.10], and
so is the geometric form (whereR is a field) by [21]. I expect that the same argument
can be ‘relativized’. Granting the validity of this claim, we can also give a formulation
of Conjecture 2 which does not rely on the validity of Conjecture 1, by using (4.2) as the
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definition of global ultra-F-regularity. However, we will still need Conjecture 1 for the
proof, since we need the action of ultra-Frobenius on various cohomology modules.

3.3. Kawamata-Viehweg vanishing.Once we can prove Claim 1 below, (2.1) in Conjec-
ture 2 will follow formally from Serre duality by the same arguments as in [21, 27].

Claim 1. SupposeX is globally ultra-F-regular and letF be an invertibleOX -module. If
for somei > 0 and some effective Cartier divisorD, all Hi(X,Fn(D)) vanish forn� 0,
thenHi(X,F) vanishes.

To explain the strategy for proving this claim, let me just deal with the case thatD = 0.
LetS := S(P) be a section ring ofX which is ultra-F-regular and letF := H0(X,⊕nPn⊗
F) be the correspondingsection moduleof F . It follows that F is a finitely generated
gradedS-module. Letϕ be a pure ultra-Frobenius (i.e., we just takec = 1 in the definition
of ultra-F-regularity; we will need arbitraryc in caseD 6= 0) and letϕ∗F be the tensor
productF ⊗ϕ DR(S) where we viewDR(S) as anS-algebra via the restriction ofϕ to
S. The idea now is thatϕ∗F corresponds to an infinite power ofF , which therefore has
zero sheaf cohomology byoverspill. Now, the mapF → ϕ∗F is pure by base change,
and remains so after taking cohomology, showing that the sheaf cohomology ofF is also
zero. Let me discuss the overspill argument in more detail. We can descend the data to
the components ofDR(S) and therefore assume that we are in (sufficiently large) positive
characteristicp andϕ is thee-th power of the Frobenius. In that case,ϕ∗F is the section
module associated toϕ∗F ∼= Fpe

, where the last isomorphism follows sinceF is invert-
ible. We then apply the assumption thatFn has no cohomology for largen := pe. The
main obstruction in carrying out this argument is that we do not have a space corresponding
to DR(S), and therefore have no sheaf cohomology which can be compared to the sheaf
cohomology of its components and to the sheaf cohomology ofX. In [21], this problem
was circumvented by usinǧCech cohomology and working on the level of section modules
rather than on their associated sheaves, and the same technique should work in general.

3.4. Globally ultra-F-regular varieties. In this last section, I propose some amendments
to (2.2), which of all claims made in this proposal is perhaps the hardest to prove. Re-
call thatX is called Fano if it is smooth and its anti-canonical sheafω−1

X is ample. It
follows that the anti-canonical section ring ofS(ω−1

X ) is Gorenstein with log-terminal sin-
gularities. In my current PSC-CUNY project, I postulated that ultra-F-regular local rings
are log-terminal (this claim is supported by evidence in positive characteristic [25, 6], and
in the geometric case [21]). What we need now is its converse. This holds again in the
geometric case, but all known proofs [6, 12, 21, 25] require a strong form of Kodaira van-
ishing, which is not available in the general case. Note that for Gorenstein local rings,
rational singularities are automatically log-terminal. In view of our previous observations,
I therefore postulate:

Conjecture 5. For an excellent local Gorenstein ringR containingQ, the following are
equivalent:

(5.1) R is ultra-F-regular;
(5.2) R has rational (whence log-terminal) singularities;
(5.3) some parameter ideal (=an ideal generated by a (full) system of parameters) of

R is equal to its generic tight closure.

The positive characteristic analogue of this conjecture holds by [8, 25], and so does the
geometric case by [20, 21]. Implication (5.1)⇒ (5.3) follows from the comparison of non-
standard tight closure and generic tight closure in [1]. Implication (5.3)⇒ (5.2), without
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any Gorenstein assumption, is under investigation in my current PSC-CUNY research. Of
all implications, (5.2)⇒ (5.1) will be the hardest to prove.
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